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Abstract
Sensitivities of cirrus cloud radiative forcing as well as solar albedo and infrared emittances to
ice crystal size spectrum and ice crystal shape were examined using a coupled cloud-radiation
model. The single- and bi-modal crystal size distribution were considered and simulated based on
field measurements. Optical parameters of ice crystals shaped as hexagonal columns and random
polycrystals Žbeing frequently found in cirrus clouds. were calculated with a ray-tracing method.
Both solar and infrared cirrus radiative forcing are influenced by the pattern of crystal size spectra.
The net radiative forcing is lower for bi-modal than for single-modal spectra. The solar radiative
forcing of cirrus cloud is reduced by nonspherical ice crystals, due to larger albedo effects of
nonspherical crystals compared to those of equivalent spherical crystals. Moreover, this reduction
in solar radiative forcing by random polycrystals is even larger than that by hexagonal column
crystals. The cloud radiative forcing, solar albedo and infrared emittance are changed significantly
as the mean crystal size approaches the smaller size end. Furthermore, net cloud radiative forcing
is positive in most cirrus cases. Exceptions are cirrus clouds with a large number Ž) 10 7 my3 . of
small Žmean maximum dimension - 30 mm. ice crystals and cirrus clouds with bi-modal crystal
size distribution and large particle size for the second maximum peak. q 1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The impact of cirrus clouds on the radiative budget depends on the balance between
reflective and absorptive properties of cirrus clouds, which are determined by the cloud
)
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microphysical, thermal and optical features. Previous research has revealed that cloud
microphysical features influence essentially on cloud radiative properties. The work of
Kinne and Liou Ž1989., Mishchenko et al. Ž1996. and Macke et al. Ž1998. indicated that
the effects of crystal nonsphericity on aldebo of cirrus clouds and cirrus solar radiative
transfer are very significant. Small ice particles can produce high cloud albedo and
infrared emittance ŽStephens et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1994.. To evaluate the radiation
budget responding to changes in cloud physical properties, the cloud radiative forcing
ŽCRF. is estimated. CRF is a perturbation of atmospheric radiative balance caused by
clouds, calculated as the difference between the disturbed value and that in a cloudless
atmosphere. There are several current definitions of radiative forcing Že.g., Stenchikov et
al., 1997.. In this work, the instantaneous cloud radiative forcing is chosen and defined
as the changes in net radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere due to clouds. The
change in radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere would cause temperature
changes at the surface or in the atmosphere. Therefore, CRF also indicates potential
changes in climate due to clouds.
Scattering properties of crystals with nonspherical shapes were simulated by using a
ray-tracing method developed by Macke Ž1993, Macke et al. Ž1996.. They found that the
reflectance of ice clouds depends essentially on ice particle shape. Furthermore, previous
work by Macke et al. Ž1996. indicates that the scattering properties of hexagonal column
crystals could be representative for those of most column type ice crystals.
Table 1 exhibits several cases of cirrus particle size distribution measured in several
projects such as FIRE ŽThe First ISCCP Regional Experiment., ICE ŽInternational Cirrus
Experiment., EUCREX ŽEuropean Cloud and Radiation Experiment. and from other
field measurements. Although these in situ-measured cirrus particle size distributions
vary greatly from case to case, the bi-modal pattern of ice particle size distribution was
frequently found in cirrus clouds along with the single-modal pattern. Moreover, in
many cases, ice crystal size distributions were found to vary vertically Že.g., Heymsfield
and Platt, 1984; Koch, 1996.. The crystal size spectra measured at various cloud levels
during EUCREX 1994 over the polar seas ŽKoch, 1996. are shown in Fig. 1. The
single-modal size spectra of ice crystals were found near the cloud top and the bi-modal
size spectra in the lower portion of the cloud. The second maximum peak in the
bi-modal size spectra drifts to larger crystal size at lower cloud layers. Bi-modal ice
crystal size spectra in cirrus were also measured during FIRE II by using PMS 2DC
probes and an ice particle replicator ŽArnott et al., 1994..
The microphysical features of contrail-induced cirrus clouds have been measured and
compared with natural cirrus by Gayet et al. Ž1996.. It was found that contrail cirrus are
composed of much smaller Žquasi-spherically shaped. ice crystals Žwith a size of about
35 mm. and with a much higher particle concentration Žabout 800 ly1 . than natural

Notes to Table 1:
R mini : crystal size at the minimum concentration trough.
R ma xi1: crystal size at the first maximum concentration peak.
R ma xi2 : crystal size at second maximum concentration peak.
Nma xi1: the first maximum in crystal concentration.
Nma xi2 : the second maximum in crystal concentration.

Table 1
Some of cirrus measurement cases
Cloud type

Instruments

Heymsfield Ž1975.

cirrus uncinus, cirrostratus

Knollenberg et al. Ž1982.
Heymsfield and Platt Ž1984.
Mitchell et al. Ž1996.

stratospheric cirrus anvil
cirrus
all types of cirrus ŽFIRE II.

2D grey imaging probe

Arnott et al. Ž1994.

cirrus ŽFIRE II.

PMS 2DC, ice particle
replicator

bi-modal

Koch Ž1996.

Arctic cirrus ŽEUCREX.

PMS OAP 2D2-C

single-modal, bi-modal

Albers Ž1991.

jet stream cirrus frontal cirrus
ŽEUCREX.

PMS OAP, Hallet replicator

single-modal, single-modal

Gayet et al. Ž1996.

contrail cirrus, natural
cirrus ŽICE.

PMS 2D-C

single-modal, bi-modal

ice particle replicator

Spectrum pattern

Microphysical features

bi-modal, single-modal

range: 20–1100 mm,
R ma xi2 s 500 mm

tri-modal
single-modal, bi-modal
bi-modal
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range: 20–450 mm,
R ma xi1 s 20 mm,
R mini s150 mm,
R ma xi2 s 250–300 mm,
Nma xi1 s 7=10 5 my3 ,
Nma xi2 s 5=10 2 my3
R ma xi1 s 20 mm,
R mini s100 mm,
R ma xi2 s 200–300 mm,
Nma xi1 s10 5 my3 ,
Nma xi2 s10 3 my3
range: 40–500 mm,
R mini s100–200 mm,
R ma xi1 s 40 mm,
R ma xi2 s100–300 mm,
Nma xi1 s10 3 my3 ,
Nma xi2 s10 2 my3
more ice water and larger ice
crystals are found in frontal
cirrus than in jet stream cirrus
high ice particle
number density and small
particles are found in contrail
cirrus; R ma xi2 s 300–400 mm,
Nma xi1 s10 3 my3 ,
Nma xi2 s10 1 my3 ,
R mini s 200 mm
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Investigator
Žyear of publication.
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Fig. 1. Bi-modal ice crystal size spectra measured during EUCREX ŽKoch, 1996.. d is the diameter of the
sphere with equivalent surface area.

cirrus clouds. This kind of high particle concentration in contrail cirrus agrees with the
results of Rangno and Hobbs Ž1983., in which the concentration of small ice particles
produced by aircraft was as high as 1000 ly1 . The huge number density of very small
ice particles in contrail cirrus is also confirmed by Kaercher et al. Ž1996.. Potential
impacts of anthropogenic cirrus on the climate were investigated by Sassen Ž1997..
The measured cirrus physical properties exhibit variety and complexity. The influence of cirrus on the climate depends on the radiative properties of the clouds, which are
closely related to the cloud physical properties. The cirrus-radiation parameterizations in
some GCMs which describe rather simplified physical features of the clouds are not
suitable for the more precise modeling needed in cirrus-radiation and cirrus-climate
studies. However, before more sophisticated parameterizations are applied into GCMs
for better cirrus-radiation simulations, it is important to know how cirrus radiative
properties and cirrus radiative forcing depend on the complex physical properties of
clouds.
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The purpose of this work is to investigate and recognize the dependence of cirrus
cloud radiative forcing and radiative properties on cloud microphysical features. The
cloud microphysical features considered were crystal size distribution and crystal shape.
Single- and bi-modal crystal size distributions, based on field-measured results, were
simulated and their relation to cloud radiative properties and cirrus radiative forcing
were investigated. The radiative features of crystals with hexagonal column shapes and
random polycrystals calculated by the ray-tracing method and their impact on cirrus
radiative forcing were studied and compared with those of spherical crystals.
The model used for the simulation and evaluation of cirrus cloud radiative and
microphysical characters is described in Section 2. In Section 3, the sensitivities of
cirrus cloud radiative forcing and cloud radiative properties to the crystal size distribution and the shape of ice crystals are evaluated. We discuss the results and make
conclusions in the final section.

2. The model
The model used in this work is a coupled cloud microphysical-radiative model.
Basically, the cloud microphysical module was developed after the work of Ramaswamy
and Detwiler Ž1986. and Zhang et al. Ž1989, 1992, 1994.; infrared and shortwave
radiation modules are based on the two-stream radiative transfer codes of Schmetz and
Raschke Ž1981., Schmetz Ž1984. and Kerschgens et al. Ž1978.. The vertical domain of
the model atmosphere reaches up to 50 km. Explicit parameterization of cloud microphysics characterized by particle size distributions is considered. Physical processes in
the cloud module include deposition and sublimation of ice crystals, condensation and
evaporation of water droplets, sedimentation of crystals and droplets, advective and
vertical transportation of cloud particles by dynamic motions, homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation of droplets and ice crystals, as well as the interaction Žcollection. of
cloud particles. Single or multiple cloud layers or cells are produced in locations with
suitable saturation and temperature. In the radiation module, the spectrum in shortwave
radiation between 0.2 and 3.28 mm is divided into 50 intervals, and in longwave
radiation between 4 and 400 mm into 37 intervals. Besides absorption andror scattering
of cloud ice crystals, those of water droplets, aerosols and gaseous compounds such as
water vapour, ozone and CO 2 are taken into account. The delta-Eddington approximation has been used for scattering calculation. The radiation module is coupled with the
cloud microphysical module. Infrared and solar radiation serve as heatingrcooling
forcing on the growth rate of cloud particles as well as on the temperature field, directly
and indirectly to alter the cloud microphysical structure and cloud particle size distribution. In turn, the reproduced cloud microphysical structure has an influence on the
radiation fields and on the radiative balance at the top of the atmosphere. The current
version of the cloud-radiation model is time-dependent and in one or two dimensions.
Resolutions are flexible. The time step is taken separately for the cloud module and the
radiation module.
The one-dimensional version of the model described above has been used for
calculating the cloud radiative forcing in this work. Iteration is taken to find a particle
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size distribution with a given mean size fitting the given value of ice water content
ŽIWC., according to the relationship between IWC and particle number density nŽ r ..
`

IWC s

H0 r n Ž r . V Ž r . d r ,

Ž 1.

where r is the density of ice Žtaken as 0.91 g cmy3 , taken from Fischer, 1989. and V Ž r .
is the volume of a particle with size r.
Crystal shapes of hexagonal columnar monocrystals, polycrystals and spheres were
chosen in this work. Optical parameters of hexagonal columns and polycrystals were
calculated using a ray-tracing method ŽWendling et al., 1979; Rockwitz, 1989; Macke,
1993; Macke et al., 1996.. The optical parameters of ‘spherical’ crystal were calculated
using Mie theory for bullet-shaped crystal with an equivalent spherical surface area
ŽRamaswamy and Detwiler, 1986..
In the parameterization of solar and infrared radiative transfer modules, the idea
introduced by Stephens et al. Ž1990. was used for connecting the crystal size distribution
with cloud albedo and emittance.
Two types of crystal size distribution, single- and bi-modal, were considered in this
work. A large portion of measured crystal size spectra exhibits a bi-modal character
Žshown in Table 1., i.e., there are two maximum peaks of particle number density in the
size distribution curve. Bi-modal size distribution is considered as the sum of the first
maximum peak and second maximum peak sections. The first maximum peak section is
assumed to obey an exponential function ŽMitchell et al., 1996..

ž

n1 Ž r . s N1exp y

r
rm1

/

,

Ž 2.

where N1 is a coefficient related to the maximum of the size spectrum and 1rrm1 is the
slope of the size spectrum for the first maximum peak section, respectively. The second
maximum peak section is simulated using the gamma distribution function
n2 Ž r . s

N2

G Ž b.

b

ž /
rm2

b

ž

r by1 exp y

b
rm2

/

r ,

Ž 3.

where b is the shape factor that determines the shape of the distribution. Strictly, N2 is
the total number of particles for the second maximum peak section when the size ranges
from 0 to infinity. The mean radius of particles for the second maximum peak section is
denoted as rm2 , which is generally equivalent to the size at second maximum of the
crystal size distribution. The particle size r in Eq. Ž2. and Eq. Ž3. is defined by the
maximum dimension for all particle types.
As the particle size at the second maximum in the bi-modal size distribution moves
towards the small size end, the size distribution becomes a single-modal distribution,
which can be parameterized by the gamma distribution function mentioned above. Fig. 2
demonstrates idealized, simulated bi-modal size distributions with change in rm2 Ž100–
300 mm. for 10 mg my3 IWC. The second peak moves towards the larger size end as
rm2 increases. At the same time, the particle size corresponding to the minimum trough
between peaks increases, depending on the value and location of both peaks.
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Fig. 2. Simulated bi-modal particle size spectra with the crystal size at the second peak ranging from 100 to
300 mm. The shape factor b is 7.

The single modal crystal size distribution was simulated using the gamma distribution
function ŽEq. Ž3...

3. Results
To evaluate the sensitivity of cirrus CRF, it is important that the estimation of CRF is
based on the same atmospheric fields and surface albedo, and the same value of IWC.
US standard atmospheric model profiles were employed. The near-ground air temperature was taken as 2888K. The solar zenith angle was 608 and surface albedo was 0.13.
Cloud was located at an altitude between 10.5 km and 9.5 km Žor 8.5 km., and with a
thickness of 1 km Žor 2 km. and a vertically homogeneous IWC profile. IWC values of
10 mg my3 and 20 mg my3 were chosen. For a given IWC, the shape of cloud particle
size distribution can be altered greatly by the changes in mean particle size r Žor the
sizes at the maximum peaks for a bi-modal size spectrum. and particle concentration N.
The mean value of ice crystal size was changed from 10 mm to 300 mm. The smallest
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and largest particle sizes in the size spectrum under consideration were 1 mm and 500
mm, respectively. The shape factor b is taken as 7.

Fig. 3. Asymmetry factor Ža. and single scattering albedo Žb. as a function of crystal size Žin microns. and
wavelength Žin microns. for hexagonal columns and polycrystals ice particles.

Y. Zhang et al.r Atmospheric Research 52 (1999) 59–75

Fig. 3 Žcontinued..
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The optical parameters of the nonspherical ice crystals are calculated by a ray-tracing
method ŽMacke et al., 1996.. Fig. 3 shows asymmetry factor Ža. and single scattering
albedo Žb. depending on the wavelength and crystal size for hexagonal columns and
random polycrystals, which are used as input in the calculation of CRF.
3.1. Small spherical ice particles
Fig. 4 demonstrates how the net cloud radiative forcing ŽCRF., infrared cloud
radiative forcing ŽICRF. and solar cloud radiative forcing ŽSCRF. depend on the mean
ice particle size, IWC and cloud thickness of cloud with a single-modal crystal size
distribution. ICRF is positive, i.e., it exhibits a cloud greenhouse effect, while SCRF is
negative, i.e., it exhibits a cloud albedo effect. The values of CRF change significantly
with IWC, cloud thickness and the mean particle size. Firstly, values of CRF, ICRF and
SCRF increase as IWC and cloud thickness increase. However, as the value of IWC or
cloud thickness is doubled, the value of CRF decreases greatly in the smaller crystal size
range, but does not change very much in the larger size range, although ICRF and SCRF
both show significant changes. Secondly, for a given value of IWC, the values of CRF,
ICRF and SCRF can change greatly with changing mean size of the ice crystals. The
sign of CRF can change from positive to negative as the mean size of particles
decreases. For the case of a 1 km cloud thickness and IWC s 10 mg my3 , this change

Fig. 4. Cirrus Žnet, infrared and solar. radiative forcing depending on the crystal mean size, cloud thickness
and IWC for single-modal size distribution of crystals.
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occurs at a particle size of 30 mm. Fig. 4 shows that the negative CRF in the small size
range results from negative SCRF surpassing positive ICRF. Therefore, the negative
CRF is caused by the strong albedo effect of small ice particles, which dominates over
their greenhouse effect. Thus, cirrus clouds containing relatively large ice particles can
produce the ‘greenhouse warming’ in the Earth–atmosphere. However, for thin clouds
containing small particles, the values of CRF would be negative, which means that this
kind of cirrus can produce a ‘cooling effect’ in the Earth–atmosphere.
For a fixed IWC of 10 mg my3 , the mean size of ice particles is about 30 mm
assuming that the particle concentration is about 10 7 my3 . Such a high ice crystal
concentration rarely occurs in natural cirrus clouds, except in contrail-induced cirrus
clouds ŽRangno and Hobbs, 1983; Gayet et al., 1996; Kaercher et al., 1996.. Therefore,
for thin contrail-induced cirrus clouds consisting of single-modal ice particle size
spectra, high ice particle concentrations and very small quasi-spherically shaped ice
particles, the values of CRF might be negative. This suggests that the contrail-induced
cirrus clouds might have a cooling effect instead of a greenhouse warming effect on the
climate, which is thought to be the case for natural cirrus clouds. The cooling potential
of contrail cirrus as obtained by this investigation agrees with and confirms the
suggestion made by Sassen Ž1997..
In the small size range, not only the values of CRF, but also the solar albedo at the
top of the atmosphere, the albedo difference from the clear-sky atmosphere Ž D ALB s
ALB cloud y ALB clear ., and the infrared upward emittance at cloud top and downward
emittance at cloud bottom change dramatically. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of these
cloud radiative parameters on the mean size of the crystal size distributions, the shape of
the crystal size distributions and the particle shape. Fig. 5 demonstrates the essential
changes in the cloud solar albedo and infrared emittance within the small size range of
the mean ice particle Ž10–50 mm. for 10 mg my3 of IWC. For instance, cloud albedo
varies from 0.609 to 0.351 and the albedo difference D ALB from 0.413 to 0.177 for the
2-km cloud thickness case, as the mean size of ice crystal increases from 10 mm to 50
mm.
3.2. Pattern of ice crystal size spectrum
Bi-modal size spectra of ice particles were frequently measured during ICE, EUCREX and FIRE. Based on the information drawn from these field measurements, the
bi-modal size spectra for a fixed IWC of 10 mg my3 were simulated Žshown in Fig. 2.
with the method described in Section 2 and used as input for the CRF estimation. Fig. 6
shows the radiative forcing of clouds with simulated single- and bi-modal crystal size
spectra. It is noticed that CRF for the bi-modal case is smaller than that for the
single-modal case, although the values of IWC for the bi-modal spectra are the same as
those for the single-modal spectra. A possible explanation would be that there are more
small crystals at the expense of large ice crystals in the bi-modal case. Furthermore, the
percentage Ž Psm . of small ice particles Žsmaller than 100 mm. in the total particle
concentration is examined. In Fig. 7, Psm for single- and bi-modal cases are compared.
As expected, Psm is higher in the smaller mean size range for both single- and bi-modal
cases. For the bi-modal case, it is also higher in the larger mean size range. Obviously,
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Fig. 5. Cirrus solar albedo Župper. and up- and down-infrared emittance Žlower. as a function of mean crystal
size for single- and bi-modal size distributions and for different crystal shapes Žsphere, hexagonal column and
polycrystals.. ŽIWC s10 mg my3 ..

Psm is almost 100% for the particle size at the second peak Žsecond maximum size. in
both spectrum cases smaller than 30 mm. While Psm decreases with increasing mean
size in the single-modal case, it decreases to a minimum of 56% at about 130 mm then
increases to a maximum of 85% at 290 mm for the bi-modal spectrum case. Therefore, it
is the smaller crystals with stronger reflective properties that have a dominating
influence on the cloud radiative forcing in the bi-modal case. It is also notable that the
changing trend in Psm is exactly opposite to that in CRF. The value of the radiative
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Fig. 6. Cirrus Žnet, infrared and solar. radiative forcing depending on the crystal mean size, the crystal shape
and pattern of size spectrum for 10 mg my3 of IWC and 2 km of cloud thickness.

forcing of a cloud with a bi-modal particle size spectrum first increases then decreases,
as the particle size at the second peak moves from the smaller to the larger end. For the

Fig. 7. Percentage of ice crystals smaller than 100 mm Ž Psm . in crystal concentration for single- and bi-modal
size spectra depending on crystal size.
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single-modal size distribution case, the decrease in Psm from smaller to larger sizes is
similarly opposite to the trend in CRF.
3.3. Nonspherically shaped ice crystals
Fig. 6 demonstrates the differences in CRF between cirrus clouds composed of
equivalent spherical and nonspherical ice crystals Žhexagonal columns and random
polycrystals., together with the differences in CRF between cirrus with bi-modal and
single-modal patterns of ice crystal size spectra. The values of IWC for all cases are
fixed to 10 mg my3 . Obviously, solar CRF depends essentially on the shape of the ice
crystals. The solar radiative forcing of clouds composed of nonspherical ice crystals is
much lower than that of clouds composed of surface equivalent spherical crystals, due to
higher reflective properties of nonspherical particles in the solar spectral range. Furthermore, the decrease in cirrus solar radiative forcing due to the random polycrystal shape
of crystals is even larger than that due to the hexagonal column shape, because
polycrystals are more reflective than columns.
For a bi-modal size spectrum and nonspherical crystals, the albedo effect is even
more pronounced. For columns, net CRF decreases and turns to negative values as the
second maximum size rm2 exceeds 170 mm. For random polycrystals with bi-modal size
spectra, negative values of net CRF are found for all values of rm2 .

Fig. 8. Cirrus net radiative forcing of clouds with vertically varying or uniform crystal size spectra for various
crystal types.
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3.4. Vertically Õarying crystal size distribution
To investigate the effect of vertical variation of crystal size spectrum Žsee Fig. 1., the
net cloud radiative forcing was estimated for the following cases. All cases are for the
same value Ž10 mg my3 . of IWC. First, vertically uniform crystal size spectra from
cloud top to bottom for the three crystal types. Second, vertically varying crystal size
spectra with the second maximum size drifting linearly from 10 mm at cloud top to a
larger size Ž30–510 mm. at cloud bottom. Obviously, the pattern of the crystal size
spectrum at the cloud top tends to be single-mode. Fig. 8 demonstrates the net cloud
radiative forcing for the various cases. In general, the size-dependence of radiative
forcing of the clouds with vertically varying spectra differs substantially from that of
clouds with vertically uniform crystal size spectra. The former increases at small mean
particle size then changes little until to large mean particle size, whereas the latter
increases sharply and turns to decrease at small mean sizes Žabout 100 mm.. For cloud
bottom with a second maximum size larger than 180 mm, the cloud radiative forcing for
vertically varying spectra cases is overall higher than that in uniform spectra cases.
Therefore, the radiative forcing of natural clouds would be higher than that estimated for
idealized clouds with vertical uniform crystal size spectra given the same microphysical
situation Žsame crystal type, IWC, etc...

4. Discussion and conclusions
In the present work, the sensitivities of cloud radiative forcing as well as solar albedo
and infrared emittances to the pattern of cirrus crystal size spectra and to the crystal
types were examined with a coupled cloud microphysics and radiation model. The
following are the main results.
Ø Cirrus cloud radiative forcing, which reflects the potential climate impact of cirrus,
is extremely sensitive to crystal shape and to crystal size distribution.
Ø It was found that normal natural cirrus clouds with single-modal crystal size
distribution and with relative large ice crystals produce positive cloud radiative forcing,
i.e., the potential impact of greenhouse warming on the Earth–atmosphere system.
However, for contrail-induced cirrus with extreme microphysical features Ži.e., with
large numbers of very small ice particles., the cloud radiative forcing would be negative.
These contrail-induced cirrus clouds have a potential cooling effect on the Earth–atmosphere system.
Ø Compared to a single-modal size distribution of ice crystals with the same IWC, it
was found that cirrus clouds with bi-modal size distribution of ice crystals tend to have a
smaller warming effect, or even a cooling effect, when the size at the second maximum
of bi-modal particle size spectrum is relatively large.
Ø Cloud radiative forcing strongly depends on the ice crystal shape Žin this work,
hexagonal column and random polycrystals.. Since nonspherical ice particles have larger
albedo effects, the net radiative forcing of a cloud containing nonspherical ice crystals is
much lower than that of a cloud with spherical particles. When the size at the second
maximum of bi-modal crystal size spectrum rm2 is relatively large Že.g., rm2 is larger
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than 170 mm for 10 mg my3 of IWC., the net radiative forcing of a cloud with
hexagonal column-shaped ice particles is negative. Moreover, for random polycrystals
with bi-modal size spectra, the radiative forcing is negative at all values of rm2 .
Ø The radiative forcing of natural clouds would be higher than that estimated for
idealized clouds with vertical uniform crystal size spectrum at the same microphysical
situation Žsame crystal type, IWC, etc...
According to the results mentioned above, cirrus CRF is very sensitive to small ice
crystals, the shape of ice crystals and the pattern of ice particle size distribution,
suggestions and further comments are made as follows.
Ø The results shown above imply that CRF depends sensitively not only on IWC and
cloud thickness, but also on ice crystal shape and parameters related to the prognostic
crystal size distribution. The parameterization involving only IWC and cloud thickness
in GCMs is merely a first-order approximation in modeling cirrus cloud–climate
interactions. To minimize the errors in the simulation of cloud impacts on the climate,
more detailed features of cloud crystal size distribution and nonspherical crystal shapes
should be considered as variables in the modeling.
Ø As known from field-measured results, cirrus ice particle size distributions vary
spatially and temporally with cloud type and background weather conditions. Therefore,
there is not any simple parameterization of cloud crystal size distribution that can be
used for better simulation of the clouds. The parameterization describing the combination of various cloud size spectrum features in cloud–climate modeling must be
established with the parameters mentioned above. To reach the goal of a better climate
simulation, more measured data are needed to identify suitable sets of cloud microphysical features for improving the cloud parameterization.
Ø More advanced instruments are also essential and need to be developed for better
detecting small crystals in cirrus, which have very important radiative characteristics.
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